We prove modified Strichartz estimates on the one-dimensional torus, that are adapted to a fourth-order dispersion relation, and use them to show global well-posedness of nonlinear fourth-order Schrödinger equations. This extends the (low regularity) existence theory of the adiabatic transition of the Quantum Zakharov system to NLS. We show that the solutions behave continuously with respect to the quantum parameter in every compact time interval. Globally in time, however, we also show that such continuous dependence is generally not uniform.
§1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the Cauchy problem
where for ǫ > 0 and µ = ±1, the nonlinearity takes the form
Let U ǫ (t) = e it(−ǫ 2 ∆ 2 +∆) be defined via functional calculus or as the Fourier multiplier k → e −it(ǫ 2 |k| 4 +|k| 2 ) , where we use the Fourier transform conventionû The desired existence result is obtained via a fixed point argument that considers the integral form of (1) (Duhamel formula): 1
We are motivated by a specific form of the nonlinearity, namely N 1 (u) with µ = −1, where the model above forms the adiabatic limit of the quantum Zakharov system. This system models the nonlinear interaction between Langmuir waves and ion-acoustic waves in plasma physics. The case ǫ > 0 accounts for a more-detailed quantum effect caused by, for instance, the presence of a dense and cold plasma. For more physical background on the quantum Zakharov system, see [13, 17, 16] . For more details on the adiabatic limiting transition of the Zakharov system to the NLS, see [23, 24] . Finally, for more details on the mathematical analysis of quantum Zakharov system on R d , see [7, 11, 12, 14, 18] . We also remark that (1) is a Hamiltonian PDE admitting conservation of L 2 norm. For the particular nonlinearity stated above, we have
We studied low-regularity well-posedness of the model above on R in [8] . Here we handle the more difficult (and less dispersive) version of the problem, on the torus with periodic boundary condition. It is a standard fact that dispersive 1 We say that u is an H s x -strong solution of (1) on [−T, T ] for T > 0 if u ∈ C 0 t H s x ([−T, T ] × T) satisfies the Duhamel formula (2) . We say that (1) is locally well-posed in H s (T) if for every g ∈ H s (T), there exists T (g) > 0, a subset X ⊆ C 0 t H s x ([−T (g), T (g)] × T) and an open ball B ⊆ H s (T) containing g such that for every u 0 ∈ B, there exists a unique strong solution u ∈ X. This definition further requires that the data-to-solution map u 0 → u be continuous with respect to the topology of H s (T) and C 0 t H s x ([−T (g), T (g)] × T). If this T (g) > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily large, then we say that the well-posedness is global. If δ > 0 depends only on g H s instead of g itself, then the local well-posedness is in the subcritical sense. estimates are weaker on a bounded domain than on the full space, and hence to obtain the well-posedness theory of (1), we need a priori estimates that do not depend on the standard Strichartz estimate for R. To achieve this goal, we use the method of Fourier restriction norms, where we consider solutions of the form u ∈ C([0, T ], H s (T)) ∩ X s,b T for appropriate real parameters s, b 2 . It has been shown (in abundance) that solutions that are (space-time) square-integrable with respect to the elliptic derivative ∇ s and the dispersive derivative i∂ t − L b exhibit useful a priori estimates that often yield low-regularity well-posedness results. Heuristically the X s,b space takes into account the geometry of a dispersion relation in the Fourier space, which often yields smoothing estimates in the L 2 -sense. However the uniqueness of a solution is technically not obtained in C([0, T ], H s (T)), and therefore we do not obtain unconditional uniqueness directly from such an X s,b method 3 .
Our main tool is a continuous embedding of X s,b into the Strichartz space L p (T × R) for p = 4, 6, cases where Fourieranalytic tools are available. We are motivated by the following result of [22] :
where the linear operator is ∂ 2 xx , which correspondingly yields a quartic monomial dispersion relation. 4 Unlike [22] , where solutions exhibit the scaling symmetry
, our model has no such scaling symmetry. For similar estimates associated to the linear operators of Schrödinger and KdV equations, see [4, 25, 10] . 
It is expected that the inequality of remark 1.3, for every integer δ ≥ 2, holds not only for monomials, but also for every polynomial w of degree δ with real coefficients. Since the proof of Theorem 1.1 and remark 1.3 heavily depends on the algebraic structure of a given monomial, it seems unwieldy to produce a direct proof for the case of an arbitrary polynomial in the spirit of remark 1.3. Furthermore we would like to ask whether such embedding continues to hold when a polynomial dispersion relation is replaced by a continuous function that behaves asymptotically as a polynomial as |k| → ∞. 
whereû is the space-time Fourier transform. We make an extensive use of the time-truncated (Banach) space
We keep in mind that when L = ǫ 2 ∂ 2 xx − ∂ xx , the structure of X s,b depends on ǫ > 0. 3 Unconditional uniqueness of (1) with N i (u), i = 1, 2, 3 for s > 1 2 follows immediately from the Sobolev algebra property of H s (T). For s ≥ 1 6 and N i (u), i = 1, 2, one can imitate the proof of [15] , i.e., by applying normal form reductions infinitely many times, to obtain unconditional uniqueness. However we would like to ask whether the presence of fourth-order dispersion makes it possible to perform differentiation by parts finitely many times, instead of infinitely many times, and still obtain unconditional uniqueness. We note that for KdV, such finite iteration (in fact, twice) yields unconditional uniqueness in L 2 (T) [1] . 4 By A B, or equivalently A = O(B), we mean A ≤ CB for some universal constant C > 0. We say A ≃ B if A B and B A 5 As usual, C ∞ c denotes the collection of smooth functions with a compact support.
fixed point argument.
When ǫ = 0, however, we remark that the embedding X 0,b ֒→ L 6 (T × R) for b < 1 2 fails to hold. If it were to hold, then local well-posedness for N(u) = ±|u| 4 u can be obtained via Picard iteration (for example, see the proof of Corollary 1.2), and this implies that the solution map (from H s x to C 0 t H s x ) is analytic; see [2, Theorem 3] . However Kishimoto showed that such solution map defined on L 2 (T), if it exists at all, fails to be C 5 for quintic (mass-critical) NLS; see [21, Corollary 1.3] . Our method yields a sequence of solutions to (1) , {u ǫ } ǫ>0 , that corresponds to the quintic nonlinearity with u ǫ (0) = u 0 ∈ L 2 (T) from which a convergent subsequence can be extracted due to the L 2 -norm conservation. However without any extra regularity on the solutions, it is insufficient to show that the limit defines a weak solution. Hence our method of adding a small fourth-order dispersion seems unlikely to yield positive results for the mass-critical periodic NLS.
On the other hand, we show that (1) is mildly ill-posed in negative Sobolev spaces, in the spirit of Burq, Gérard, and Tzvetkov [6] . The failure of uniform well-posedness itself does not disprove well-posedness in the Hadamard sense where only the continuity of data-to-solution is required. However it implies that a fixed point argument via Picard iteration cannot be applied in negative Sobolev spaces. One of the earliest works in the ill-posedness of dispersive models comes from that of Kenig, Ponce, and Vega [19] where they exploited the Galilean invariance and the structure of ground state solutions of the focusing cubic NLS on R. For more analysis on NLS with gauge-invariant power-type nonlinerities on R d , see Christ, Colliander, Tao [9] . For an analysis of norm inflation of NLS with more general nonlinearities on various domains, both compact and non-compact, see Kishimoto [20] .
Lastly we consider the regularity of solutions with respect to the parameter ǫ. We fix a nonlinearity motivated from the quantum Zakharov system. We are also interested in the NLS limit as ǫ → 0 and the case ǫ → ∞ where an ǫ-degree of smoothing in J ǫ approaches an infinite degree of smoothing; note that J ǫ − −−− → This short article is organised as follows: section 2 contains proofs of modified Strichartz estimates adapted to the Fourier restriction space. We remark that the estimates proved are sharp. Section 3 discusses the failure of uniform well-posedness of (1) in negative Sobolev spaces. Lastly section 4 discusses the NLS limit as ǫ → 0 for N(u) = −J ǫ (|u| 2 )u. Here we complexify ǫ and show that the solutions exhibit a behaviour resembling essential singularity as ǫ → 0 for classical solutions. In particular, we show the existence of u 0 ∈ H s (T) such that there exists no analytic extension of the solution map in the neighbourhood of ǫ = 0 in C. §2. Modified Strichartz Estimates.
Since
By applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in τ 1 , k 1 , Hölder's inequality in L 2 k,τ , and Young's inequality for convolution,
It remains to extract a sufficient decay (in m, n) from χ m * χ m+n
each non-zero integral, for a fixed k 1 , is at most O(2 m ). It remains to count how many k 1 s give rise to non-zero integrals. For a fixed τ, k, if the integral is non-zero, then
Viewing w as a function defined on R, i.e., w(x) = ǫ 2 x 4 + x 2 , it can be shown algebraically that
is centered at the origin, the LHS of (3) becomes
where we re-labelled k ′ 1 into k 1 . This implies that k 1 s are constrained in finitely many intervals of length O(ǫ − 1 2 2 m+n 4 ), and therefore
where we use Cauchy-Schwarz inequality at the last step and u 2
proof of Remark 1.3. As in the previous proof, we estimate χ m * χ m+n
in terms of dyadic powers in m and n such that the sum m,n≥0
As before, our problem reduces to estimating the cardinality of the following set:
We first assume w(k) = k δ where δ ≥ 2 is even. Considering w as a function on R as before,
is even (in k 1 ) and convex with a global minimum of 2 · ( k 2 ) δ , and the τ-term corresponds to translatingw(k 1 ), we have
where the second inequality holds since it can be shown by a direct computation thatw(
, and the argument proceeds as in (4) . Now assume δ is odd. We closely follow the argument in [10, Theorem 3.18 ]. Convexity of dispersion relation for even powers played a crucial role in the previous counting argument. For an odd-power dispersion relation, we consider low and high frequencies separately. Note that for k = O(1), we have w(k) = O(1), i.e., dispersion relation plays no crucial role for low frequencies. Hence as in [10] , we have u 2 m * u 2 m+n L 2
It remains to estimate χ m * χ m+n
, which by a direct computation amounts to:w
Sincew is even and convex with a global minimum 2 · k 2 δ , we have
. Setting a = m+n δ to equate the bounds from the low and high frequencies, we obtain
from which the argument proceeds as in (5) .
proof of Theorem 1.1 (L 6 -estimate). We need to derive trilinear estimates on the dyadic components of u as the following computation suggests:
≤ m,n,l≥0
We claim χ m * χ m+n * χ m+n+l
Using the support conditions of dyadic projectors, we have
and we define
as a map defined on R 2 with a fixed k ∈ Z, it can be shown by a direct computation thatw has a global minimum at ( k 3 , k 3 ). We change variables (k 1 , k 2 ) → (k 1 + k 3 , k 2 + k 3 ), after whichw in the new variables, without re-labelling, can be understood as a polynomial of degree 4 in two variables centered at the origin. We transformw further by considering another change of variable, k 1 = r cos(θ), k 2 = r sin(θ), and consideringw as a polynomial of one variable, namely r, for every fixed θ ∈ [0, 2π). 6 Then we have v(r) ≔w(r, θ) = r 2 12 3ǫ 2 9 − cos(4θ) + 8 sin(2θ) r 2 − 12ǫ 2 k cos(θ) − cos(3θ) + sin(θ) + sin(3θ) r + (8ǫ 2 k 2 + 12)(sin(2θ) + 2) + k 2 27 (ǫ 2 k 2 + 9). 6 Here we slightly abuse notations and do not re-namew.
We claim v is an increasing and convex function on r > 0 for every θ ∈ [0, 2π), k ∈ Z. Since v has no r 1 -term, it is clear that v ′ (0) = 0, and it is shown by a direct computation that v ′′ (r) ≥ 0 on r ≥ 0. Indeed v ′′ (r) = 6ǫ 2 sin(2θ) + 2 2 r 2 + 6ǫ 2 k cos(3θ) − (sin(θ) + sin(3θ) + cos(θ)) r
and we leave it as a calculus exercise to show the expression above is non-negative for every θ ∈ [0, 2π), k ∈ Z.
Hence for every k ∈ Z, |E(τ, k)| is maximised at τ = − k 2 27 (ǫ 2 k 2 + 9) since the τ-term corresponds to translatingw. To obtain a uniform estimate in k, we note that the following lower bound holds on r ≥ 0 where the implicit constant is independent of θ, k:
which can be shown similarly as v ′′ (r) ≥ 0. Then
and together with the O(2 2m+n ) contribution from each integral corresponding to (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ E(τ, k), we have
The rest follows immediately as in (4).
We remark that the key idea behind our L 4 , L 6 -estimates is to keep track of the support of convolutions of dyadic projectors. Initially we wanted to take the approach of [5] and obtain a priori estimates using trilinear Strichartz estimates. However such approach would require that the following Strichartz estimate holds given an initial data in L 2 :
, for ǫ > 0; Bourgain showed that ǫ = 0 case is false [4] . When one imitates his proof of L 6 -estimate with a derivative loss for the Schrödinger operator, one again encounters a number-theoretic problem where one needs to count the number of lattice points in Z 2 that satisfies the following fourth-order resonance condition:
where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set and N, j ∈ N, n ∈ Z. As N grows, it seems not true that r N,n, j stays bounded. Our use of software not only suggests that r N,n, j grows as N grows, but also Bombieri and Pila [3, Theorem 1] proved:
for all ǫ ′ > 0 as t → ∞ where Γ is the image of an analytic function defined on T. Hence an application of Bourgain's counting method to our problem yields:
, which does not yield well-posedness when s = 0.
proof of Corollary 1.2. This proof follows by a standard argument using the properties of X s,b space, but we include it for completion. For the sake of concreteness, we fix N(u) = N 1 (u) with µ = −1; from Theorem 1.1, we use the L 4 -estimate for N i , i = 1, 2 and the L 6 -estimate for N 3 . For s ≥ 0, 1 2 < b < 11 16 and T ≤ 1, define the following contraction operator on X s,b T :
To indeed show that Γ is a contraction, we need several facts:
Lemma 2.1 [25] . Let ǫ ≥ 0, T ∈ (0, 1] and s, b ∈ R. Then,
3. For b > 1 2 , we have the following continuous embedding X s,b 
, where the last inequality is by Theorem 1.1. Repeatedly applying the Leibniz rule for Sobolev space on ∇ s (J ǫ ( f g)h) L 4/3 with Theorem 1.1, we obtain the desired estimate.
Using the various inequalities put forth above,
Hence Γ is well-defined on some closed ball of X s,b T of radius C u 0 H s where C is sufficiently large. The difference Γu − Γv To extend the solution u ∈ C([0, T ], H s (T)) ∩ X s,b T globally in time, we apply the well-posedness result in L 2 , whose solutions are global-in-time thanks to the L 2 -norm conservation, to the estimate (7) to obtain T 0 = T 0 ( u 0 L 2 ) > 0 such that u X s,b T 0 u 0 H s . Since b > 1 2 , we have some constant C > 0 such that u(t) H s ≤ C u 0 H s on t ∈ [0, T 0 ], and iterating this procedure infinitely many times, we obtain u(t) H s ≤ C |t| u 0 H s for all t ∈ R. 
and this shows sharpness. In fact by considering p = 2q for q ∈ {2, 3, . . . }, we derive u N L 2q
From the proof of Corollary 1.2 and lemma 2.1, we see that local well-posedness follows from the embedding of the form X 0,b ֒→ L p (T × R) where b < 1 2 . Combining with (9), we obtain q − 1 < δ, and hence q max = δ, or equivalently p max = 2δ if we are interested in the integer powers. We observe that the following dispersive model with
is L 2 -critical when p = 2δ + 1. Hence optimistically, this method of modified Strichartz estimates should yield global well-posedness of such dispersive models for every odd-power subcritical nonlinearities. §3. Ill-Posedness. For concreteness, assume N(u) = −J ǫ (|u| 2 )u. Essentially the same argument works for µ|u| p−1 u for p > 1.
proof of Proposition 1.4. Let u n,k (x, 0) ≔ k n −s e in·x where k > 0, n ∈ Z d , x ∈ T d and · is the usual dot product. Let {k n } be a positive sequence that converges to k. By a direct computation,
By another direct computation, one can verify that the following is a classical solution to (1) with an initial data u n,k (x, 0):
Given any T > 0 and t ∈ [0, T ], we have
By defining k n ≔ k 2 + t −1 n 2s π 1/2 , which is shown to converge to k since s < 0, we see that the RHS of (9) is bounded below by k for all but finitely many n. Remark 3.1. We note that the compactness of T leads to an (uniform) ill-posedness proof that is more straightforward than that on R by considering the time-evolution of pure frequencies e inx n∈Z , which of course fail to be squareintegrable on R. §4. Regularity in ǫ ∈ C. In this section, we complexify the quantum parameter ǫ and study the regularity of solutions (in ǫ) with a fixed nonlinearity N(u) = −J ǫ (|u| 2 )u. Since the equation is invariant under ǫ → ǫ 2 , it suffices to consider the closed half-plane {Im(ǫ) ≥ 0}. We expect a purely dispersive behaviour when ǫ ∈ R ∪ iR \ i n : n ∈ Z \ {0} and hence we refer to this domain as the dispersive regime. Denoting ǫ 2 = α + iβ where α, β ∈ R, we expect the equation to be dissipative when β < 0, i.e., the (open) second and fourth quadrant. When β > 0, we expect solutions to exhibit blow-ups in some sense, which we show in the next proposition. Here we use the semi-group S ǫ (t) = e −it(ǫ 2 ∂ 2
for t ≥ 0 since solutions exhibit the time-reversal symmetry only in the dispersive regime. Our analysis shows that the addition of ǫ 2 ∂ xx singularly perturbs the well-known focusing cubic NLS, i.e., the ǫ = 0 case. Our results are for classical solutions, but we believe that analogous results should hold for less regular solutions.
We immediately note that N(u) is not well-defined for ǫ = i n where n ∈ Z \ {0}, and therefore we exclude such ǫ in our analysis. When ǫ ∈ R, it is clear that J ǫ f H s ≤ f H s for all s ∈ R. However this is no longer true when we complexify ǫ. In fact,
where γ(ǫ) denotes the best constant for J ǫ . Unlike the ǫ ∈ R case, it is possible that γ(ǫ) is arbitrarily large depending on ǫ ∈ C. However we leave it as a simple exercise that γ(ǫ) ≤ 1 if |ǫ| ≥ √ 2. We also note that J ǫ − −−− → ǫ→∞ P in uniform operator topology on H s (T) where the ǫ-limit is in the sense of extended complex plane.
We let D ≔ R ∪ iR \ i n : n ∈ Z \ {0} ∪ {Re(ǫ) · Im(ǫ) < 0}, i.e., the union of dispersive and dissipative regime. For T > 0, we denote Φ : D × H s (T) → C([0, T ], H s (T)) to be the solution map given by (ǫ, u 0 ) → u ǫ such that u ǫ (x, 0) = u 0 (x). If the context is clear, we abuse our notation and denote Φ : D × H s (T) → C([0, ∞), H s (T)) or consider Φ as a map defined only on D, provided that u 0 is fixed. The following proposition shows that Φ is well-defined. Our results that pertain to the interval [0, T ] also hold for time elements in any compact subset of R. For the third statement of Proposition 4.1, we expect such nowhere continuity of the solution map not just for some special class of initial data but also for every nonzero u 0 ∈ H s (T). Physically we expect the (purely dispersive) solutions to undergo phase decoherence without damping, which cannot be controlled as the terminal time T → ∞.
Remark 4.4.
If v is the solution of the following linear equation: c n e βn 4 t e −i(αn 4 +n 2 )t dµ n is analytic in ǫ ∈ Ω where we define F n (ǫ) = e −iǫ 2 n 4 t−in 2 t dµ n .
First note that (ǫ, t) → e −iǫ 2 n 4 t−in 2 t is continuous in Ω × [δ, ∞) and that for each t ∈ [δ, ∞), the integrand is complex analytic in ǫ ∈ Ω. Since µ n < ∞, the dominated convergence theorem yields that F n is continuous on Ω for all n ∈ Z\{0}.
In addition to continuity, complex-analyticity of F n is a straightforward application of Morera's theorem. In fact, let Ω ′ be an open set that is compactly contained in Ω, from which we have β ≤ β 0 < 0, and let T be an oriented triangle compactly contained in Ω ′ . Since |e βn 4 t e −i(αn 4 +n 2 )t | ≤ e β 0 n 4 δ , we have T e −iǫ 2 n 4 t−in 2 t dµ n dǫ ≤ e β 0 n 4 δ µ n (Length of T ), and by Fubini,
To show that the desired series is analytic, it suffices to show the series converges uniformly in every compact subset of Ω.
Denoting Ω ′ as before and observing that φ n ≤ c n s φ for some c > 0, we have |F n (ǫ)| ≤ e β 0 n 4 δ µ n n s e β 0 n 4 δ ⇒ n 0 |c n ||F n (ǫ)| δ − 1 8 u 0 H s . and the conclusion follows from the Weierstrass' M-test. We remark that the proof above does not yield a uniform estimate as δ → 0. 
We extend this local-in-time solution globally by iterating the local result with the Duhamel's formula as follows:
from which we use Gronwall's inequality to deduce u(t) H s x ≤ Ce˜c t for all t ≥ 0 where the constants depend only on s and u 0 H s . We omit standard details.
On the other hand, if β > 0, we show that the solutions exhibit norm inflation at the origin, that is, for every δ > 0, there exists 0 < T < δ and φ ∈ H ∞ (T) such that φ H s < δ and u[φ](T ) H s > δ −1 , if the solution exists on [0, T ]. We again exploit the compactness of our domain and study the flow of pure frequencies. Let k n be a non-negative real sequence that converges to 0 sub-exponentially. For k ≥ 0, let u n,k (x, 0) = k n −s e inx , and by a direct computation, we have the classical solution: u n,k (x, t) = k n −s e βtn 4 e −it(αn 4 +n 2 −k 2 n −2s ) e inx .
Given δ > 0, we choose k = 0 and T = δ 2 , and by the following, u n,k n (x, 0) H s ≃ k n − −−− → n→∞ 0; u n,k n (x, T ) H s ≃ k n e βT n 4 , a norm inflation at the origin has been shown for a sufficiently large n.
proof of Proposition 4.1 Statement 2. We first study the continuity properties of our semi-group. Then we show that the difference of the solutions measured in the desired space-time Banach space can be made arbitrarily small by using the Duhamel integral formula.
By a direct computation, we have
where in the last inequality, the former conservative bound is used to estimate the tail-behaviour of the Fourier series whereas the latter bound is used to control the low frequencies where we assume |n| ≤ n 0 ∈ N for some n 0 . Giveñ ǫ > 0, there exists n 0 such that
Then for every ǫ ′ ∈ D such that |ǫ ′ − ǫ| < R, we have n |m(n)| 2 n 2s | u ǫ 0 (n)| 2 = |n|≤n 0 |m(n)| 2 n 2s | u ǫ 0 (n)| 2 + |n|>n 0 |m(n)| 2 n 2s | u ǫ 0 (n)| 2
, H s (T)), it suffices to show that n 0 = n 0 (T ) ∈ N can be chosen such that |n|>n 0 n 2s | u(t)(n)| 2 <ǫ for every t ∈ [0, T ], from which the argument proceeds as before. Such uniform estimate (in t) follows from the Arzelà-Ascoli argument since where the former bound on the RHS of (11) comes from Lemma 4.5, I 3 and I 4 whereas the latter bound comes from I 1 and I 2 , where |ǫ ′ − ǫ| is sufficiently small depending only on γ(ǫ), u ǫ 0 H s and T . Finally the Gronwall's inequality yields sup t∈[0,T ] u ǫ ′ (t) − u ǫ (t) H s ≤ǫ T eC T , and sinceǫ is arbitrary, the proof for continuity is complete.
To show that uniform continuity fails, let u 0 (x) = n −s e inx to which Φ(ǫ, u 0 )(x, t) = e −it(ǫ 2 n 4 +n 2 − n −2s ) n −s e inx . For T > 0, we observe
We can let ǫ, ǫ ′ > 0 such that |ǫ ′ − ǫ| = O(1) and ǫ, ǫ ′ → ∞. Then Let u 0 (x) = n −s e inx for some n ∈ N for which we have u j (x, t) ≔ n −s e β j tn 4 e −it(α j n 4 +n 2 − n −2s ) e inx where α j = Re(ǫ 2 j ), β j = Im(ǫ 2 j ) and u(x, t) ≔ n −s e βtn 4 e −it(αn 4 +n 2 − n −2s ) e inx where α = Re(ǫ 2 0 ), β = Im(ǫ 2 0 ), where β = 0 by the assumption on ǫ 0 . Re-scaling the time variable τ = tn 4 , we have u j (x, t) − u(x, t) H s x ≃ e β j tn 4 |e −(β j −i(α j −α))tn 4 − 1| = e β j τ |e −(β j −i(α j −α))τ − 1| = |e i(α j −α)τ − e β j τ |.
If β j = 0 for all but finitely many js, then for such js, c 1 e β j τ τ((α j − α) 2 + β 2 j ) 1/2 = c 1 ce −c ((α j − α) 2 + β 2 j ) 1/2 |β j | ≥ c 1 ce −c > 0, from which we conclude, from the continuity hypothesis of Φ at ǫ 0 , that there cannot exist j 0 ∈ N such that |α j −α| ≤ |β j | for all j ≥ j 0 .
Passing to a subsequence without re-labelling the index, suppose |α j − α| > |β j | for all j ∈ N. As before, if τ > π 2|β j | , we have sup τ∈[ π 2|β j | ,∞) |e i(α j −α)τ − e β j τ | ≥ 1 − e − π 2 > 0.
On the other hand, we have sup τ∈[0, π 2|β j | ] |e i(α j −α)τ − e β j τ | ≥ sup τ∈[0, π 2|α j −α| ] |e i(α j −α)τ − e β j τ | ≥ 1.
Hence it cannot be that lim j→∞ Φ(ǫ 0 , u 0 ) − Φ(ǫ j , u 0 ) C([0,∞),H s (T)) = 0.
